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Abstract
A remarkable development seen in recent years is the pronounced decline in euro area M1
velocity vis-a-vis a moderate decline in short-term interest rates, which represent the most
natural opportunity cost for M1. This paper endeavous to estimate a demand function for
euro area M1, in particular by investigating its functional form. While the double log function
is found to be very close to the true ￿deep￿ functional form of M1 demand in the euro area
for most of the sample period, consistent with the findings of Chadha, Haldane and Janssen
(1998) for the United Kingdom and of Lucas (2000) for the United States, there is also
evidence of an increased interest rate elasticity in M1 demand in the most recent years,
presumably owing to the transition to the new policy environment prevailing from the start
of Stage Three of EMU and the associated decline in nominal short-term interest rates.
JEL classification system: E41, E52
Keywords: M1, money demand, interest rate elasticity, cointegration, Kalman filter6 ECB Working Paper No 51 ￿ March 20011 Introduction
Modelling the behaviour of monetary aggregates in Europe has been object of considerable
interest over recent years, not least due to the prominence given by the European Central Bank
(ECB) to the euro area M3 indicator, which is the ￿first pillar￿ of its monetary policy strategy
(ECB, 1999a). Coenen and Vega (1999) and Brand and Cassola (2000) have found that the demand
for broad money M3 in the euro area is stable.The evidence reported so far in the literature also
suggests that euro area M3 tends to display better econometric properties than comparable
aggregates at national level (Fagan and Henry,1998).
The demand for narrow money M1 in the euro area has,however,received far less attention in the
recent literature.
1 In part, this appears to be justified, as financial innovation tends to push forward
the ideal border between monetary and non-monetary assets, making narrow aggregates less
relevant for monetary policy. Nonetheless, the analysis of the demand for narrow money in the
euro area may still be interesting for at least three important reasons. First, instruments included
in narrow money, owing to their high degree of liquidity, may have a tighter and more timely
correlation with aggregated spending than comparatively less liquid financial instruments held also
for saving purposes. Narrow money may therefore be an important indicator of impending
inflationary pressures. Second, M1 is an important component of M3 and its analysis is therefore
useful to understand the behaviour of broad money in the euro area.Third,an important feature of
the instruments included in M1 is that no or little interest is paid on them. Just for this reason, as
recently highlighted by Lucas (200), the analysis of the demand for narrow money may give
important indications on the welfare costs of inflation. In particular, Chadha, Haldane and Janssen
(1998) and Lucas (2000) recently stressed that money-holding behaviour is very important to
assess the welfare costs of inflation. Moreover, the welfare gains of a move to price stability
(measured as the possibility of economising in shoe-leather costs) may be significant even at low
levels of interest rates (of inflation). In turn, the quantification of the welfare costs of inflation
when the latter is at low levels depends crucially on the functional form of money demand.With
the double log specification used by Lucas,welfare costs remain significant even if inflation is at low
levels; conversely, with the standard Cagan (semi-log) specification, welfare costs tend to become
negligible as nominal interest rates approach zero and inflation turns into deflation. Developments
seen in the euro area over recent years provide an interesting opportunity to further test the
conclusions of Lucas, as the inflation rate and nominal interest rates declined significantly from
levels, which were already relatively low by historical standards. This provides an additional
rationale to modelling the demand for M1 in the euro area, and in particular to investigating its
functional form.
2
This paper thus aims at modelling the demand for M1 in the euro area with a view to explaining
the pronounced decline in M1 velocity observed in recent years (see Chart 1).Such prolonged and
significant drop appears to be hardly explained by the gradual and moderate decline of short-term
interest rates, traditionally regarded as the most relevant opportunity cost in the demand for
narrow money. This apparently stands in contrast with the findings especially of Hoffman and
Rasche (1996), Fagan and Henry (1998) and Bruggeman (2000) that the demand for M1 in the
euro area (or close proxies thereof) is stable up to the mid nineties.
3 It also suggests that
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1 Relatively recent papers estimating a M1 demand equation in the EU or in the euro area include Falk and Funke (1995), Monticelli and
Papi (1996),Fagan and Henry (1998),Clausen (1998) and Bruggeman (2000).
2 It may also be remarked that Bruggeman (2000), in evaluating the properties of different monetary aggregates for the euro area, held
the view that M1 scored best in three out of six criteria (namely, measure of liquidity, controllability and definitional consistency). Clausen
(1998) even argued in favour of a monetary policy strategy by the ECB focused on M1. On the other hand, according to Bruggeman
(2000),a main drawback of M1 lies in its instability,due to possible portfolio shifts.
3 The only exception in the literature is Clausen (1998) who estimated an M1 demand function in the euro area up to 1996:4, finding
evidence of an increase in the interest rate elasticity in the last part of the sample period. Interestingly, Clausen (1998) also finds some
evidence of mis-specification of the semi-logarithmic functional form.something new ￿ and worth investigating ￿ has happened in the second part of the decade. A
working hypothesis is that the interest rate elasticity of M1 may have increased in recent years,
either due to a structural shift associated with the transition to a new monetary regime in Stage
Three of EMU or reflecting agents￿ ￿underlying￿ liquidity preference at historically low levels of
interest rates.
4 Broadly following the approach of Chadha, Haldane and Janssen (1998), a relatively
general functional form for the demand for M1 is specified and three interesting special cases are
investigated empirically.These three special cases include the semi-log functional form,which is the
most popular in the recent literature on money demand (see Ericsson, 1998); the double log
model supported by Lucas (2000); and finally a model put forward by Ashworth and Evans (1998),
where the size of the interest elasticity of money demand is a decreasing function of the level of
the interest rate. Within each specification, the standard procedure using the Johansen
cointegration technique is followed and the estimation of a fully-fledged money demand model is
attempted. The outcome of this econometric exercise is that only with the Ashworth-Evans
specification it is possible to estimate a theoretically reasonable and stable demand for euro area
M1, suggesting that M1 holdings have been very reactive to movements in the interest rate at low
levels. However, this model is not able to shed light on whether this finding reflects an immutable
trait of agents￿ preferences, or rather a structural change in liquidity preference brought about by
the transition to Stage Three of EMU.To discriminate between these two competing hypotheses,
and departing from Chadha, Haldane and Janssen (1998), a time-varying parameters model is
estimated similar to that developed by Bomhoff (1991).This model is able to test simultaneously
the functional form of M1 demand and the stability of the parameters in the money demand
relationship.These estimates clearly point to a structural change in the interest rate elasticity of
M1 demand in the years preceding and around the start of Stage Three of EMU, while agents￿
￿deep￿ degree of preference for liquidity appears to be relatively independent of the level of the
interest rate (namely, a functional form of money demand very close to the double-log is
supported).These results also suggest that the welfare gains implied by the move toward price
stability in the euro area over the most recent years should have been significant.
5
The paper is organised as follows.The theoretical background on the functional form of money
demand is outlined in Section 2. In Section 3, the Johansen approach is employed to derive
theoretically sound and statistically fit M1 demand models based on the three considered
functional forms (the semi-log, double log and AE models).Thereafter, the time-varying parameters
model on the velocity of M1 is estimated.Finally,Section 4 contains some concluding remarks.
2 The functional form of money demand:some theoretical
background
It is traditional to study the functional form of the demand for money in a general equilibrium
framework, as put forward by Sidrauski (1967).This implies the specification of a leisure function
, where the variable  represents holdings of real balances by a representative agent
(M represents nominal balances and P is the price level).Agents maximise at time t the expected
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4 This latter interpretation may find confirmation, prima facie, from the high annual growth rate of real M1 in Japan - which experienced
no major change in monetary regime in the nineties - in recent years (e.g., above 12% at the end of 1999), against the background of
short-term interest rates close to zero.This compares with an annual rate of growth of real GDP of only 0.3% at the end of 1999.On the
demand for M1 in Japan,see Rasche (1990).
5 For a detailed analysis of the relation between the functional form of money demand and consumer surplus,see Lucas (2000).where  U is a concave (and normally time separable) instantaneous utility function and  a
discount factor, ; real consumption  and real balances  enter with a positive sign.
Following Holman (1998), we postulate the existence of two kinds of financial assets, the first
labelled as ￿money￿  yielding a nominal rate of return  and the second as an ￿alternative
asset￿  yielding a nominal rate of return  . The budget constraint defined for total
wealth  in each period is given by:
(2)
Within this framework, the demand for real money is a by-product of the maximisation of the
expected value of the utility function  in (1) under the constraint in (2) and some initial
endowment of resources (a transversality condition is omitted for brevity). In general, the
functional form of money demand depends on the functional forms of both the leisure function 
and of the instantaneous utility  .As in Holman (1998), we assume that  is a function of real
balances only; under these conditions, and assuming that the utility function is well behaved (i.e., it
is increasing in its arguments at a decreasing rate), the Euler equation for real balances is as
follows:
, (3)
where  is the inflation rate on period ahead ( ). Equation (3) identifies a money
demand function. Chadha, Haldane and Janssen (1998) showed that if the utility function  is well
behaved,a double log functional form of money demand arises naturally.It is easy to show that this
is also valid in the Holman (1998) context, where monetary instruments are interest bearing. For
instance, we consider a CES instantaneous utility function, which is fairly general and widely used
in empirical applications:
, (4)
with  and  . Consumption and real money holdings have decreasing marginal utility and
are separable. It is shown in Holman (1998) (see equation 4￿b) that with a CES utility function the
Euler equation (dropping the expectation operator for simplicity) is the following:
, (5)
which can be log-linearised around the steady state as follows (with  , and
,and then dropping the time subscript to all variables in (5)):
(6)
For moderate inflation rates, the term  will not significantly deviate from 1 and will therefore
be left out in the continuation.Rearranging terms in (6),a double log long run money demand very
similar to that shown in Chadha,Haldane and Janssen (1998) is obtained:
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9 ECB Working Paper No 51 ￿ March 2001where  . In practice, however, financial innovation is likely to affect, and in particular
to lower over time, the consumption (or income
6) elasticity of money demand. Thus, in an
empirical setting equation (7) is often estimated in the slightly more general form:
, (8)
the parameter  being the income elasticity which can be expected to be smaller than one, at
least for a narrowly defined monetary aggregate.
It is important to stress that with the double log functional form, the interest rate elasticity of
money demand is independent of the level of the spread itself.This elasticity is in fact given by - ,
irrespective of the spread and thus of the monetary policy regime in place.
7,8
Being derived from the maximisation of standard diminishing marginal utility preferences, equation
(8) and the double log functional form represent a natural ￿benchmark￿ money demand
specification against which different functional forms may be evaluated (see also Lucas, 2000).At
the same time,however,agents￿ degree of preference for liquidity may be also made dependent on
the monetary regime in place, and this is the main area of investigation of the present study.The
link between preference for liquidity and the prevailing monetary regime ￿ i.e., the level of the
inflation rate and therefore of nominal interest rates ￿ is still an unsettled issue in the literature.
On the one hand, arguments have been proposed in the literature to suggest a negative
relationship between the level of the inflation rate and agents￿ degree of preference for liquidity.
Among others, English (1996),Ayiagari, Braun and Eckstein (1998) and Frenkel and Mehrez (2000)
reported empirical evidence and theoretical arguments in support of the fact that the higher the
inflation rate,the higher the incentives for agents to shift resources from the manufacturing to the
financial sector in order to economise in money holdings.As Ayiagari, Braun and Eckstein (1998)
suggested, the semi-log functional form popular in empirical studies on money demand (see
Ericsson, 1998) well captures the existence of this phenomenon, as the size of the interest rate
elasticity is an increasing function of the level of the interest rate (spread). In fact, the semi-log
function postulates:
, (9)
with the interest rate elasticity of money demand  given by  .This in turn implies
that agents￿ degree of preference for liquidity is a decreasing function of the level of nominal
interest rates.
On the other hand, Mullighan and Sala-i-Martin (1996), working on cross-sectional data, put
forward the idea that the demand for money for any individual agent may have a discontinuity at a
certain (low) level of the nominal interest rate where the interest rate income does not
compensate for the fixed transaction and learning costs associated to investing in interest-bearing
assets. This results in a boost to liquidity holdings when the interest rate spread falls below a
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6 In the remainder of this paper it will be always assumed that consumption and income move together in the long run, as most general
equilibrium models predict.Therefore,for simplicity it will be always referred to "income" elasticity.
7 As noted above, this result does not depend on the assumption of a CES utility function, and it is common to a large number of well-
behaved utility functions (see Chadha,Haldane and Janssen,1998).
8 In the following we will always assume, conveniently but also realistically, that the spread between the nominal interest rate      and the
rate of return on monetary instruments      depends on the level of        (i.e.,the higher the latter,the higher the spread).Therefore,in a






t Rnominal interest rate spread. However, it is reasonable to assume that the level of this threshold
varies across individuals.At the aggregate level, it is plausible to observe a generalised increase in
the interest rate elasticity of money demand when nominal interest rates fall and the inflation rate
approaches zero, without noting a discontinuity at a particular level of the interest rate spread.
9
This would result in a functional form where the size of the interest rate elasticity is a decreasing
function of the level of the interest rate spread (in particular, the elasticity increases when the
interest rate spread falls).We use a functional form as in Ashworth and Evans (1998) ￿ hereafter
AE ￿ to capture this idea.The specification of money demand is as follows:
, (10)
where the interest rate elasticity of money demand is given by  .
Which one of the functional forms in (8), (9) or (10) is the most appropriate is thus largely an
empirical question. Clearly, a larger number of functional forms may be conceived and, in practice,
estimated (see Chowdhury, 1992). In this paper we follow an approach similar to, but also
departing from, that developed in Chadha, Haldane and Janssen (1998). First, a fixed parameters
model is estimated by means of a cointegrated VAR technique with the Johansen approach to
check if theoretically plausible and statistically fit models of the demand for M1 in the euro area
can be found within each of the three considered functional forms (i.e., as in (8), (9) and (10)).
Thereafter,a time-varying parameters model is estimated with Kalman filter to test simultaneously
the functional form of the demand for M1 and detect the possible presence of changes over time
of its parameters,in a period (1980-2000) dense of structural changes such as the establishment of
EMU. The time-varying parameters model represents an innovation compared to the approach
followed by Chadha, Haldane and Janssen (1998). In fact, in addition to a grid search within the
cointegrated VAR methodology, these authors applied a non-linear least squares estimate of the
parameter driving the functional form of money demand, without explicitly allowing for the
possibility of changes in the interest rate elasticity over time.
3 The empirical analysis
As in Chadha, Haldane and Janssen (1998), it is useful to write down the three considered
functional forms via a standard Box-Cox transformation,as follows:
, (11)
where  , 1 and -1 identify respectively the double log, semi-log and AE functional forms. It is
useful to recall that in this general form the interest rate elasticity of money demand can be
written as:
(12)
In the continuation, we first describe the database, and then move to the estimation of a fixed
parameters model with a cointegrated VAR approach and thereafter to estimate a time-varying
parameters model by means of the Kalman filter.
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9 More precisely, Mullighan and Sala-i-Martin (1996) refer to a "hill-shaped" form of the interest rate elasticity.When the nominal interest
rate falls to really low levels,the interest rate elasticity starts to decrease in size.3.1 The data
Quarterly area wide harmonised data for M1 holdings in the eleven countries of the euro area
from 1980:1 to 2000:3 are used in this study (all data are reported in Table 1). The monetary
aggregate M1 in the euro area includes currency in circulation (notes and coins) and overnight
deposits held by the private sector and by the general government excluding central government
(i.e., local authorities and social security funds). Overnight deposits are held with euro area
Monetary and Financial Institutions (see ECB, 1999b) and, in some euro area countries, also with
the central government. M1 balances also include deposits denominated in foreign currency.
Quarterly data are computed as averages of monthly data.
For the period before the monetary union (1980:1 to 1998:4), M1 figures for individual countries
are aggregated on the basis of GDP weights at PPP exchange rates of 1995.
10 While no
uncontroversial aggregation method exists, GDP weights at PPP exchange rates are deemed to be
the most appropriate, as they reflect the true purchasing power available to agents in individual
countries.Moreover,it is advisable that the aggregation method used for M1 data is the same used
for the right hand side variables in the empirical analysis (see Coenen and Vega, 1999).
11 M1
holdings are in levels and seasonally adjusted, with the procedure X-11 ARIMA; the effect of
German reunification is also controlled for.As from September 1997, figures are also adjusted for
statistical reclassifications and for revaluation effects. Quarterly seasonally adjusted series for real
GDP and for the GDP deflator in the euro area are also used in this paper.Real GDP is calculated
based on the ESA79 system of national accounts (controlling for the effect of German
reunification) and extended after 1995:1 using ESA95 quarter-on-quarter growth rates. Real GDP
and the GDP deflator are aggregated across countries using GDP weights at PPP exchange rates of
1995,the same procedure used for M1 data.The velocity of circulation of M1 calculated as a share
of real GDP on real M1 in the euro area is reported in Chart 1.
Regarding interest rates, a weighed average of 3-month money market interest rates is considered
to be a representative short-term market interest rate in the euro area. GDP weights at PPP
exchange rates of 1995 are used also for aggregating the short-term interest rate. Coming to the
own rate of return on M1 in the euro area, a plausible estimate based on data available internally
in the ECB and drawn from the Bank for International Settlements databank turns out to be
possible.The retail rates paid by banks to customers on overnight deposits, or similar definitions
thereof before the start of Stage Three of EMU, are aggregated using GDP weights at PPP
exchange rates of 1995.
12 Thereafter, the rate of return on M1 is computed as a weighted sum of
the rate of return on currency in circulation (namely, zero) and on overnight deposits. Chart 2
depicts the 3-month interest rate, the own rate on M1 and the spread between the two rates as
from 1980:1. It is interesting to notice a tendency for the spread to shrink over time, possibly also
due to the fact that increasing banking competition and financial innovation has led financial
intermediaries to increasingly remunerate sight deposits.
13
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10 The weights are the following (in percentage): Belgium 3.9%, Germany 30.5%, Spain 10.2%, France 21.0%, Ireland 1.1%, Italy 20.3%,
Luxembourg 0.2%,the Netherlands 5.6%,Austria 3.0%,Portugal 2.4% and Finland 1.7%.
11 GDP weights at the PPP exchange rates of 1995 are also used in the ECB’s area wide model (see Fagan, Henry and Mestre, 2001).A
drawback of this aggregation method is that balance sheet identities are no more satisfied at euro area level and data do not correspond
strictly to those officially published by the ECB.
12  Data for Austria, Belgium, Luxembourg and Portugal are not available. However, the contributions of these countries to euro area GDP
amount to less than 10%.Therefore,their exclusion is unlikely to lead to a significant bias in the estimate.Moreover,the series for rate of
return on overnight deposits in Spain undergoes a discontinuity in August 1987, when the administrative maximum rate for tax-exempt
transaction accounts was abolished.This causes a significant jump in the series in 1987:3, which has nevertheless a relatively little effect
on the euro area aggregate.
13 This is certainly the case in Germany,where no remuneration was given on current account deposits until recent years.3.2 A cointegrated VAR approach
The log of real M1 holdings, the log of real output and the spread between the nominal 3-month
interest rate in the euro area are I(1) variables over the sample 1980:1 ￿ 2000:3, according to
standard ADF and Phillips-Perron tests.The same holds true for the log and the reciprocal of the
spread between the 3-month interest rate and the own rate on M1.
14 Therefore, the Johansen
approach to test for cointegration is followed.This implies estimating a VAR model on the vector
, where  denotes the log of seasonally adjusted nominal M1 balances at
time t, is the log of seasonally adjusted real output, is the log of the seasonally adjusted
GDP deflator,and  denotes the spread between the 3-month market interest rate and the own
rate of return on M1.The VAR model is specified as follows:
(13)
Where  stands for quarter-on-quarter change, and  are coefficient matrices and  is a
vector of disturbance terms.
15We introduce a dummy variable  ,taking values 1 after the
first quarter of 1999 and zero otherwise.The introduction of this dummy variable is motivated by
the observation that the aggregation method used up to 1998:4 (GDP weights at 1995 PPP
exchange rates) differs from that from 1999:1 onwards (irrevocable parities of 31 December
1998). Moreover, an exceptionally large jump in M1 holdings (and in overnight deposits in
particular) was recorded in the first quarter of 1999, possibly reflecting the novelties associated
with the transition to Stage Three of EMU (for example, the establishment of a new reserve
requirement regime; see ECB, 1999c).The one-off nature of the changes in both the aggregation
method and the institutional setting at the start of Stage Three of EMU appears to justify the
inclusion of a step dummy in the VAR models in (13).Conversely,inserting a dummy controlling for
the disturbances brought about by the uncertainties related to the millennium change (Y2K) is not
strictly necessary, given that the overall effect on euro area M1 should have been of temporary
nature.
According to the Schwartz and Akaike criteria, a lag order p of 2 is appropriate in estimating the
VAR model above. Diagnostic tests give satisfactory results, and no presence of serial correlation
may be detected for any of the three considered functional forms. Hence, the Johansen likelihood
ratio test is run on the rank of the matrix  , allowing for an intercept in the cointegrating vector
and for a linear trend in the VAR. The results of the Johansen test for the three considered
functional forms are reported in Table 2.In each case,the Johansen test signals the presence of one
cointegrating relationship at the 5% significance level. It should be noted that the outcome of the
Johansen test does not depend on the inclusion of the dummy variable for 1999:1; when this is
dropped from the VAR model,the same result is obtained.
With the results of the Johansen test at hand,VECM models imposing a single cointegrating vector
are estimated.The results of the VECM estimation are reported in Tables 3 to 5 separately for each
of the considered functional forms.
Clearly,the identification of one cointegrating vector for each functional form does not necessarily
imply that such vector may be interpreted as a long run money demand function,as nothing allows
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14 See Granger and Hallman (1991) on the assessment of the integration properties of non-linear transformations of I(1) series.
15 Theoretically, a number of other short-term interest rates might be included; for instance the rate of return on time and savings deposits.
However,this is not possible for the demand for euro area M1,as area wide data for these rates of return are not available for the whole
sample period 1980:1 - 2000:3. Moreover, no long-term interest rate (e.g. 10-year) is considered, on the basis of theoretical a priori and
because it is highly collinear with the short-term rate.The inflation rate also turns out to be strongly correlated with the nominal short-
term market interest rate and it is therefore left out of the equation.interpreted as a money demand function is that changes in M1 holdings should react to it (and
with a negative sign).An additional desirable property is that output and the interest rate spread
should be weakly exogenous to the long run relation of interest, and therefore the error
correction term in the corresponding equations should be insignificant. A further identifying
condition is the theoretical plausibility of the parameters in the long run relationship.This analysis
clearly reveals that for the semi-log functional form the cointegrating relationship cannot be
interpreted as a long run money demand function (see Table 3), whereas the double-log and AE
specifications turn out to be plausible candidates (see Tables 4 and 5). For the latter functional
forms,there is no feedback from money holdings to real GDP and to (the log or the reciprocal of)
the interest rate spread, signalling that nothing is lost if a single equation for M1 holdings is
estimated individually.
While both the double-log and the AE functional forms are possible candidates theoretically, the
former specification turns out to be problematic and should be discarded as a satisfactory fixed
parameters model of the demand for euro area M1. First, the estimate of income elasticity under
this functional form is implausibly low (0.39). Second, the equation performs badly in the last part
of the sample, and all stability tests fail in this period.Therefore, only under the AE functional form
a theoretically plausible and statistically fit demand for euro area M1 can be estimated in a fixed
parameters context.
Following a general-to-specific approach, a set of restrictions on the equation for real M1 holdings
under the AE functional form is introduced and tested via a Wald test. In particular, the restriction
is tested that all exogenous variables except the error correction term, the dummy for the first
quarter of 1999 and two lags of the endogenous can be excluded from the equation.The Wald test
cannot reject these restrictions. In addition, the model now includes a dummy variable capturing
the effect of the uncertainties related to the millennium change (Y2K).This variable (DUMY2K)
takes values 1 in 1999:4 and 2000:1, and zero elsewhere. It is consistent with the idea of a
temporary build up of liquidity in 1999:4 due to the fears associated with the century change,
which may have lingered for a while in the first quarter of 2000.Theoretically, the effect of the
millennium should be temporary and therefore be modelled via an impact, rather than a step
dummy. Unfortunately, the paucity of the data after the millennium change does not allow to
discriminate between the hypothesis of a temporary vis-￿-vis a permanent change.
This leads to the following parsimonious model of the demand for real M1 in the euro area:
16
(14)
Sample 1980:1 to 2000:3 (T=80); R-squared (adjusted): 0.65; S.E. of regression 0.01; serial
correlation test LM(1) 0.12 [0.73], LM(1-4) 1.06 [0.38]; ARCH(1) 1.98 [0.16]; Jarque-Bera 0.09
[0.96].
Overall, diagnostic tests suggest that the model in (14) is well specified, and no sign of serial
correlation, heteroscedasticity and mis-specification can be found. It is remarkable that despite its
being extremely parsimonious, the equation has still an adjusted R-squared of 0.65, which is of the
same order of magnitude of the unrestricted model. Given the relatively high value of the R-
squared, no insertion of additional (possibly contemporaneous) dynamic terms is attempted.The
14 ECB Working Paper No 51 ￿ March 2001
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16 It may be useful to add that the model is consistent with a "real partial adjustment" mechanism (see Goldfeld, 1973), where the
assumption of price homogeneity is maintained both in the short and in the long run.relatively low absolute level of the error correction coefficient (-0.08) suggests that the costs of
remaining out of the equilibrium are small,as also found by Coenen and Vega  (1999) for euro area
M3.The long run income elasticity of 0.76 signals a tendency for M1 velocity to increase over time,
a common finding when modelling the demand for narrow monetary aggregates.
17 It is interesting
to notice the striking difference with the income elasticity well above 1 found for euro area M3 by
Coenen and Vega (1999) and Brand and Cassola (2000). This appears to confirm that a broad
monetary aggregate such as M3 is held also for savings purposes,whereas the liquid instruments in
M1 are held primarily for transactions and therefore should not be affected by a wealth effect.
Apart from the aforementioned special factors in 1999:1 and the two quarters covering the
millennium change,the model in (14) displays favourable stability properties.When estimated up to
the fourth quarter of 1998 (thus without any dummy variable),recursive residuals and the CUSUM
test (see Chart 3) give no evidence of major instability episodes. Moreover, the recursive
estimation of the coefficients signals no major instability over the sample period (Chart 3).When
estimated up to 2000:3 with the dummy variables, the equation appears to be stable also in the
last part of the sample.
While on the basis of the reported evidence equation (14) should be regarded as a statistically fit
and theoretically sound demand for M1 in the euro area,it is nevertheless not entirely satisfactory
for a number of reasons. Most notably, the AE functional form is relatively uncommon in the
literature and attributes a disproportionately large weight to movements in the interest rate at
very low levels.This is confirmed by looking at the development over time of the error correction
term (see Chart 4), which displays some instability towards the end of the sample period, when
the 3-month interest rate in the euro area falls to around 2.5%. Moreover, in the sample period
under investigation (1980-2000) a number of institutional and structural changes have come about
in the euro area. Notably, a change in monetary regime and, for some euro area countries, a move
to an environment of price stability took place with the transition to Stage Three of EMU. It is
highly plausible that such changes have a significant bearing on the parameters of the demand for
narrow money. Clearly, a fixed parameters model does not appear suited to deal with a non-
stationary environment; therefore, a time-varying parameters model explicitly allowing for the
unfolding of structural changes is estimated in the ensuing section.
3.3 A state space model of the demand for euro area M1
In this section a state space (time-varying parameters) model is estimated on the demand for euro
area M1 following an approach similar to Bomhoff (1991).As mentioned above, the time-varying
parameters model may both assess possible changes over time of the parameters of interest as
well as be a discriminating device among possible functional forms. From a methodological
perspective, it may represent a step forward compared with the fixed parameters non-linear least
squares estimate of the functional form of money demand in Chadha, Haldane and Janssen (1998).
Moreover, the estimation through the Kalman filter makes it possible to consider a general, non-
linear specification of the demand for M1, which cannot be dealt with within a cointegrated VAR
approach.An interesting by-product of this analysis is also the possibility of evaluate the impact of
plausible forms of financial innovation onto M1 holdings in the euro area. In particular, as pointed
out by Bomhoff (1991), the state space approach proposed below is able to model the effect of
some types of financial innovation separately, thereby increasing the explanatory power of the
analysis.
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17 The restriction of unit long run income elasticity is rejected by the data.As a preliminary step in the analysis, we follow the same approach as in Chadha, Haldane and
Janssen (1998) to run a non-linear least squares estimate of the long run demand for M1, in order
to draw a direct estimate of the parameter  . Hence, the following regression was run on the
sample period from 1980:1 to 2000:3:
18
(15)
The results of this preliminary analysis, not reported here for reasons of brevity, confirm the
finding of Chadha, Haldane and Janssen (1998) that the parameter  can be very imprecisely
estimated using this methodology.
19 In fact, while the point estimate of 0.02 would suggest a
double log functional form,the standard error is such that none of the three considered functional
forms could be rejected by the data. In addition, the model in (15) clearly suffers from instability
problems. An inspection at the recursive estimates (see Chart 5) suggests that (i) the model
performs badly in the last part of the sample and (ii) the instability appears to be concentrated in
the parameter  determining the interest rate elasticity, while the income elasticity is estimated
precisely and without much variation over time,at 0.75.
Based on the results of this preliminary analysis, we move to specify a time-varying parameters
model where the possibility of time variation in the interest rate elasticity of money demand is
explicitly allowed. The specification of the model is somewhat different from, and slightly more
general than,that put forward by Bomhoff (1991).The model is specified as:
(16)
(16) (17)
In this specification,a new type of shock is introduced compared with the specification of Bomhoff
(1991) to the interest rate elasticity of money demand (namely, the parameter driving the interest
rate elasticity is now a state series  ).This inclusion looks reasonable also because theoretical
research (see among others Ireland, 1995, and Glennon and Lane, 1996) has shown that the
influence of financial innovation,such as the introduction of new monetary instruments by financial
intermediaries,may have significant effects on the interest rate elasticity of the demand for existing
monetary assets.
20 Theoretically, the parameter  may be estimated freely, implying that the
model may also implicitly contain a time trend for velocity as in Bomhoff (1991). In practice, the
income elasticity is kept fixed at 0.75 in the estimate in order to gain degrees of freedom.
21 The
state series  is modelled as an auto-regressive process with a constant term (with parameters
and  ); the auto-regressive coefficient  is estimated freely. In practice, however, the state
series  turns out to be indistinguishable from a random walk and the estimation is then
subsequently carried out under this assumption. is a disturbance term, with zero mean and
constant variance. The disturbance term to the money demand equation (16), , captures the
influence of transitory shocks,and it is also assumed to have a zero mean,constant variance and to
be uncorrelated at all leads and lags with  .An attractive feature of the model in (16)-(17) is that
it nests the three functional forms taken into consideration in the previous section as special cases
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18 No dummy variable for the millennium change was included, on the basis of the assumption that the uncertainties related to the Y2K
had only a temporary effect on M1 demand, while the focus here is on the long run properties of M1 demand. Results do not change
anyway when including the dummy variable DUMY2K.
19 Estimating the parameter   in equation (15) in a dynamic error-correction specification does not qualitatively change the results.
20 Better accessibility to banking services (e.g. through the Internet) may also tend to change the interest rate elasticity of money holdings
(and in particular,to increase it over time),as agents might find it less costly to adjust their portfolio holdings following changes in market
conditions.
21 Moreover, the free estimation of this parameter tends to give a value close to 0.75.This is also very close to the value of 0.76 estimated
in equation (14).direct test of the relative performance of the three functional forms, while at the same time
modelling the variation of parameters over time.
22
The time-varying parameters model in (16)-(17) is estimated by means of a Kalman filter over the
full sample period from 1980:1 up to 2000:3.This requires maximising the likelihood function using
an optimisation algorithm (in particular, the BHHH algorithm). The fact that real M1 is a I(1)
variable over the considered sample period does not represent a problem, as time-varying
parameters models are well designed to deal with non-stationary (non-ergodic) data, because
states are always taken conditional on their last realisation.
The results of the estimation of the model in (16) and (17) are reported in Table 6. Overall, the
model appears to be well specified, and residuals (see the chart in the lower panel) appear to be
stationary,well behaved and approximately Normal (see Chart 6).Clearly,being the model in (16)-
(17) specified in terms of the long run relationship, the residuals have some positive
autocorrelation, reflecting the existence of adjustment costs in bringing monetary holdings to the
desired equilibrium value.
The most striking result arising from this analysis is that the parameter  , which identifies the
functional form of M1 demand, can be now estimated very precisely at 0.02 with a standard error
of 0.01.This is in sharp contrast with the very imprecise estimate of the non-linear least squares
model. Chi-squared tests reject  to be equal to ￿1 (AE functional form), 0 (double-log) or 1
(semi-log). Hence, this econometric exercise suggests that none of the three considered
specifications mirrors the ￿true￿ preferences of agents and the ￿deep￿ functional form of money
demand.At the same time, among the three functional forms considered in the fixed parameters
estimation the double-log function is by far the closest to the ￿true￿ model. Equally important, a
small but noticeable increase in the absolute value of the interest rate elasticity of M1 (i.e., the
series  ) is clearly visible as from the beginning of 1996 (Chart 7). It is interesting to
notice that such increase can be straightforwardly associated, due to its timing, to the run-up and
the establishment of Stage Three of EMU.To paraphrase,the results suggest that the transition to a
new monetary regime and, for some euro area countries, to an environment of low and
predictable inflation, and therefore low and predictable nominal interest rates for the foreseeable
future, brought about an increase in agents￿ degree of preference for liquidity. It is clear from
Chart 7 that the absolute increase of the interest rate elasticity of M1 during the period 1996-
1999 is far from dramatic. However, it should also be noted that it is sufficient to relieve the
equation from the stability problems encountered with the fixed parameters non-linear least
squares estimate.
That the variation over time of the parameter  is decisive to ensure the stability of the
estimated M1 demand relationship is demonstrated by the simple exercise as shown in the lower
panel of Chart 8. When the parameter  is constrained to be equal to its average between
1980:1 and 1995:4 over the full sample up to 2000:3, the time-varying parameters (now indeed a
fixed parameters) model is not able any more to give account of the pronounced fall in M1
velocity in the period 1996-1999. Actually, the model even predicts a further increase in M1
velocity,in line with the historical trend until 1995.
Overall, the conclusion may be drawn that the demand for euro area M1 has a functional form,
which closely resembles, although it is not exactly equal to, the outcome of a textbook
t γ
t γ
λ γ η t t t R − =
λ
λ
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22 The long run demand for M1 identified in the cointegrated VAR approach (i.e., the cointegrating vector stemming from (14)) might be
seen as a particular case of the time-varying parameters specification in (16)-(17), where the state displays no variation over time
(namely, the disturbance term of the states have zero variance) and  =-1. It should also be stressed that there is no guarantee that the
time-varying parameters model really captures a money demand relationship,i.e.the structural interpretation cannot be tested.However,
given the theoretical a priori and the similarity with the fixed parameters specification for which a test of the structural interpretation
exists,it is very likely that the model actually captures a money demand relationship.optimisation, namely a double-log specification. According to this specification, the size of the
interest rate elasticity of M1 demand varies little with the level of the spread between the nominal
short-term interest rate and the own rate on M1.This in turn implies that changes in monetary
regime have in the steady state little effect on the functional form of M1 demand. However,
estimates clearly show that the establishment of EMU did have a significant effect, albeit moderate
in size,on the interest rate elasticity of M1 demand.
The differences in the outcome of the time-varying parameters and fixed parameters models
should not be overemphasised as they buttress the same argument, namely an increase in the size
of the interest rate elasticity of M1 demand in the run-up to Stage Three of EMU. In the light of
the results of the time-varying parameters estimate it is not surprising that the AE specification ￿
where the interest rate elasticity is a decreasing function of the interest rate ￿ did well over the
sample up to 2000:3 due to the transition to Stage Three of EMU.This appears to be due to the
strong correlation between the increase in interest rate elasticity and the decrease in short-term
interest rates in the euro area,which took place almost contemporaneously.
4 Conclusions
This paper has dealt with the properties of the demand for M1 in the euro area, on the basis of
area wide quarterly data over the sample period from 1980:1 to 2000:3, taking a close look at the
fall in M1 velocity experienced in the most recent years.To do so, it focussed on the functional
form of the demand for M1 considering three specifications, namely the semi-log popular in the
empirical literature, the double-log and the AE models.Theoretical considerations seem to suggest
that a double log model should be the ￿true￿ functional form, but it is not necessarily the case if
the interest rate elasticity (and therefore agents￿ degree of preference for liquidity) is a function of
the monetary regime in place. Indeed, according to the semi-log function, the interest rate
elasticity of money demand increases with the level of the nominal interest rate, so that shoe-
leather costs become comparatively less important in a high-inflation environment.Conversely,the
AE model foresees that the interest rate elasticity is stronger the  lower the interest rate, for
instance because under a certain threshold the forgone interest rate income does not adequately
compensate for the learning and transactions costs associated to investing in securities (see
Mullighan and Sala-i-Martin,1996).
The main finding of this paper is that it is possible to estimate a statistically fit and theoretically
sound demand for euro area M1 if functional forms alternative to the traditional semi-log function
are employed. In particular, a fixed parameters estimate based on the Ashworth-Evans functional
form provides satisfactory results. Moreover, it is found that a time-varying parameters model,
allowing for a modest increase in the interest rate elasticity of M1 demand in the period up to and
around the establishment of EMU, is able to give account of recent M1 developments on the basis
of a textbook double log functional form. In this respect, the results in this paper tend to confirm
those in Chadha, Haldane and Janssen (1998) and Lucas (2000) and corroborate the evidence in
favour of the double log functional form.
The increase in interest rate elasticity in the period up to and around the start of Stage Three of
EMU, which albeit of limited size has important consequences for the stability of the demand for
M1, likely reflected the establishment of a new monetary regime.About the economic mechanism
exactly driving this phenomenon, more research is warranted and only tentative speculations may
be provided here.Transaction costs as emphasised in Mullighan and Sala-i-Martin (1996) should
have played an important role. Moreover, the decline in nominal interest rates and inflation might
have been perceived as permanent on the eve of Stage Three of EMU.This may have brought about
18 ECB Working Paper No 51 ￿ March 2001a permanent change in agents￿ accounting of costs and benefits of alternative investment
strategies.
Further research is needed in several directions. One important avenue for future work is
reconciling the findings in this paper with those on euro area M3 in Coenen and Vega (1999) and
Brand and Cassola (2000), which requires an analysis of the properties of the aggregate M3-M1.
For instance, the fact that the long run income elasticity of M1 and M3 are respectively clearly
below and clearly above one implies that the instruments in M3-M1 should display income
elasticity well above one.This would be consistent with the idea that the instruments in M3-M1
(mainly time and savings deposits and short-term securities) are mainly held for savings purposes,
whereas those in narrow money are mainly held for transactions.
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Table 2
Johansen likelihood ratio test (1)
(1) Estimated over the sample 1980: 1–2000: 3; see text for further explanations. The test allows for an intercept and in the cointegrating
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Chart 3
Stability tests on equation (14)
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Chart 4
Error correction term stemming from equation (14) in text
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Chart 5
Stability properties of the NLLS estimate
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Chart 6
Results of the time-varying parameters model
(Estimation by Kalman filter;see text for further explanations)







































Interest rate elasticity of the demand for euro area M1 (State space model)
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Chart 8
Fitted values for M1 velocityReferences
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